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stands

the way we build,
our discipline,
our skills,
our experience
and our determination
to offer always the best

SOLUTIONS

Stands
profiles system we can build up
any structure in a wide range of
designs to optimize costs,
adapting the needs to our
standard-dimensions structures.

Conferences

Exhibitions
We are able to provide all
structural supportive, enveloping
and expositive items, as well as
the conditioning for any topic
and exhibition dimensions.

We know the importance of
material election and their cost
balance, that's why we provide
you with the most extensive
range of solutions.

Installations
Within this scope of work we can
highlight the finishing qualities, the
installation times and a rigurous
fullfilment of all applicable
standards and normatives during
our manufacturing process,
ensuring excellence outputs.

Congress
SOLACARPINTEROS gathers up
great experience producing and
installing congress, sceneries,
hospitality desks, showrooms
and public events items, which
is a guarantee for a proper
solution, wherever the event is
hold.

stands

All our works have
been accomplished
for services, design
and communications
companies, such as
SAACHI, Idetecnia
and Jesús Sánchez
Servicios
Corporativos, which
we must thanks for
the trust they put in
our skills and also for
the cession of all
images used to
create this catalog.

installations

exhibitions

We are able to manufacture and
install stands and temporary
structures following our
customers' design instructions.
Also, thanks to our concealed

Quality production for any
kind of event, congress, showroom or fair
Our compromise with customers
satisfaction made us guarantors of
the trust needed to accomplish top
quality works.

Solacarpinteros
is a

warantee for the accomplishment

of projects within the

design and communication

More than fifteen years
of experience
Our company enjoys a long
working experience in this
industry, both in Spain and
abroad. We are also a flexible,
adaptative and responsible
company, with our experience
and the results from our
hardworking methods behind
us.

Carpentry and aluminium workshop
The potential of our company falls
on the dedication and
profesionalism of the people it
consists of. We have facilities,
equipment and means to
accomplish any challenge.

Our services are complemented
with some other auxiliaries tasks,
such as digital printing, lighting
services, etc.. that we can offer
thanks to our coworkers support.

We manufacture any kind of
stands born from the design professionals imagination.

www.solacarpinteros.com

Temporary building
and installation
manufacturers and
fitters specialists
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